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Abstract—This study aims to investigate the role of contextual 

virtual lab, contextual-based module, and contextual-based 

articles in enhancing critical thinking skills of junior secondary 

student. The learnings were arranged for three contexts: (1) How 

the heart pumps blood throughout the body (virtual lab based); 

(2) How the nutrient fluid can get to the top of the tree (article 

based); and (3) How to maintain our environment (textbook 

based). All topics were implemented in 8th grade students of 

three parallel classes consisted of 30 students. The research shows 

that the implementation of contextual learnings has the potential 

to improve critical thinking skills for the three forms of media 

used. The improvement in all three classes occurred in the fair 

category. Some developed critical thinking skills were providing 

simple explanations, building basic skills, managing strategies 

and tactics, providing further explanation, and formulating 

solutions. 

Keywords—critical thinking skills, contextual approach, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Critical thinking skill is one of modalities that has to be 
owned by student for facing the development of science and 
technology in this era.  A person’s ability to be successful in 
life is depend on the ability to think, especially in solving life 
problems [1]. Besides, by using critical thinking skills, student 
can be able to solve the problems in higher level [2]. 
Hassoubah stated that critical thinking skills is a thinking with 
reasoning and reflective to make a decision about what should 
be believed and done [3]. Moreover, Fisher stated that critical 
thinking is an evaluative thinking involving relevant criteria in 
order to access information with accuracy, relevancy, 
reliability, consistency, and bias [4].   

Ennis stated that critical thinking is a reasoning skill and 
reflective thinking that is directed to make a decision should be 
done [5]. Meanwhile, Santrock stated that critical thinking is a 
reflective and productive thinking involved evaluation of proof 
[6]. Jensen argued that critical thinking leads to an effective 
and reliable mental process, use in the pursuit of the correct 

and relevant knowledge [7]. Proulx also implied that critical 
thinking is a mode of thinking that recognizes any matter, 
substance or problem where the thinker improves the quality of 
his thinking by skilfully handling the structures inherent in 
thinking and applying intellectual standards [8].  

 Some researchers argued that critical thinking includes 
disposition or processes in seeking truth and understanding, 
being strategic, and being sceptical, as components of critical 
thinkers [9].  Johnson also states that critical thinking is a clear 
and organized processes used in mental activities such as 
problem solving, decision making, persuasion, assumption 
analysis, and scientific inquiry [10-11]. Based on the 
description it can be concluded that critical thinking is a high-
order thinking skill that student must master to solve the 
problem, gain higher knowledge and involve cognitive 
processes. Therefore, someone who has critical thinking skills 
can use it to carry out analysis, synthesis, and evaluation on 
using the knowledge he already has. 

Critical thinking, as it is stated by Dahar, will develop 
maximally if it is supported by the conceptual understanding. 
Understanding concept means ability of student to comprehend 
knowledge scientifically and practically [12]. Facione argued 
that critical thinking is the understanding of student to use 
concepts, principles, and its nature [13]. A student has a 
conceptual understanding if he can be able to define, identify, 
and provides example and non-example with his own words. 
With his mastery, student can be able to recognize and 
calculate as well as to state the correct and incorrect   answer, 
as well as he can be able to propose idea, to demonstrate it, to 
communicate orally and in writing. Study performed by PISA 
and TIMSS  showed that the weaknesses of Indonesia student 
in understanding science concepts. Moreover, the lower 
achievement is shown in applying science concept to solve the 
problems [14,15]. It can be inferred Indonesia students are less 
skills in higher order thinking skills. 

The empirical study shows that critical thinking skills can 
be developed in science learning which is implemented in the 
integrated learning such as threaded model on using level of 
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inquiry learning [16], learning science with interactive problem 
based modul [17], learning with scientific approach [18], and 
guided inquiry [19]. Critical thinking can also be enhanced on 
using conflict cognitive [20] and problem-based learning 
[21,22], as well as on using project-based learning [23] and 
discovery learning [24].  

Contextual approach is one of the approaches that being a 
concerned by the researcher. The approach can be able to 
enhance critical thinking skills of student as well as can make 
the student closer to problems in everyday life. Student can be 
a problem solver for their environment. The research shows 
that contextual learning can enhance critical thinking skills as 
well as concept understanding of student [25]. 

As in Rubini research report [26], contextual learning 
(CTL) can be able to start with the presentation or orally 
discussion that performed friendly, open, and negotiated, about 
the real world. By this starting, student will find it helpful to 
learn more, and so student learning motivation will emerge. 
During learning, the world of students’ thoughts becomes 
concrete. Thus, the learning atmosphere will become 
conducive, comfortable and enjoyable. Students’ activity is the 
principles in CTL. Students are doing, experiencing, observing, 
measuring, taking notes, and socializing to each other.  

How can critical thinking can be taught to secondary 
student? One of the ways is by using media as a tool for 
enhancing critical thinking is very relevant to investigate. Some 
medias can be used in corporate with the CTL, such as IT. The 
development of information and technology currently have had 
a tremendous impact, including on learning.  The use of ICT 
based media is now becoming increasingly popular. Various 
innovation has been made, one of which is interactive 
multimedia (IMM). IMM is the best solution for learning more 
efficiently, safely, and economically without neglecting 
thinking processes [27]. MMI is also the best media to use in 
online learning during the covid-19 pandemic. Based on the 
research, Puspita explained that virtual lab is a MMI in science 
learning that can be chosen instead of real laboratory [28]. 
Scheiner stated that: a virtual laboratory is a heterogeneous 
distributed problem-solving environment that enables a group 
of researchers located around the world to work together on a 
common set of projects [29].  

Virtual lab IMM can be used to focus student attention to 
learning activities as well as to train student doing the lab work 
processes [30]. Virtual lab IMM is also useful to replace the 
real lab activities with high levels of danger [31]. Besides 
IMM, an effective media to accompany a contextual approach 
is articles downloaded from various information media and 
electronic learning module. Learning module are books that are 
prepared for the benefit of learning process, and are arranged 
systematically following the pedagogic principles. Learning 
module can be provides in electronic or printed version.  

 Based on the description above, the research was 
conducted to investigate the role of contextual virtual lab IMM, 
contextual-based module, and contextual based articles in 
enhancing critical thinking skills of Junior secondary student. 

II. METHODS 

The method used in the research was quasi experiment with 
pre-post test control group design [32,33]. The control group 
was threated with inquiry based learning without context. Each 
class was threated with twice  meeting each 45 minutes.  

The three classes were used as experimental class. All of 
experimental classes were threated with inquiry science 
learning on using different media with the different context. 
Each class consisted of 30 students. In the first class (Class C-
1), we used virtual lab based as a media, with the context  of 
“How the heart pumps blood throughout the body?” In the 
second class (Class C-2), we choosed articles with context of 
“How Nutrient goes to the top of the tree?” In the third class 
(Class C-3), the learning module was with context of “How To 
maintain our environment?. The same subject were applied in 
the three control classes on using scientific inquiry approach 
without contexts. The assumption used in the research of which 
the three contexts used were close related to students’ daily life 
and in the similar level in both of content and skills those can 
be trained.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The research involved three science teachers with the same 
level of qualification (bachelor degree of sceinec education), 
teaching experience (5 years experience), and have got the 
teacher sertificate. Before implementing the learning, they did 
the workshop with the research team to have same perception 
toward lesson plan those will be implemented. The three 
science teachers were also conducted the learning in the control 
class with the same topics as they did in the experimental class, 
without using media. Based on observations, most of the steps 
of learning were done well by all of teachers. All of the 
scenario were implemented inline with the schedule. 

Based on characteristic of topics, its essensial 
competencies, and its  learning outcomes, the 5 indicators of 
critical thinking were developed along the learning, and then 
assessed after the learning. The 5 indicators were simple 
explanation, building basic skills, managing strtegies and 
tactics, providing further explanation, and formulation solution.     

The research shows that contextual learning on using media 
can improve critical thinking skills of student in all of the three 
classes. The improvement in all of three classes were in the fair 
cathegory in average. This is inline with previous researches 
that contextual learning will leads to the easier of student in 
understanding concepts, so they can confidently solve the 
problems and put forward their critical thinking to provide 
arguments [25,26]. 

The achievement of students’ critical thinking skills in the 
three classes is elaborated in more detail in Tabel 1 and Figure 
1. It was shown that proposing basic explanation of student are 
high in category with the N-gain more than 50%. This is meant 
that most of student in all of class has already performed the 
good answer for the question. The question was about asking 
for student explanation about why  the blood tension of  ones 
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can be higher than others?  why the nutrient can go to the top 
of tree? why foods always occurs in our area?. Meanwhile, the 
enhancement of other indicators mostly in fair category with 
the N-gain are in balout 40-49%. This can be understood 
because the higher the level of critical thinking requiring the 
more complex answer. 

TABLE I.  THE ENHANCING CRITICAL THINKING OF STUDENT AFTER 

SCENCE LAERNING ON USING MEDIA (VIRTUAL LAB IN CLASS C-1, ARTICLES 

IN CLASS C-2, AND LEARNING MODULE IN CLASS C-3) 

Indicators 

Cathegories 

(Based on N-gain) 

C-1 C2 C3 

Proposing Simple Explanation High High High 

Building Basic Skills Fair Fair Fair 

Managing Strategies and Tactics Fair Fair High 

Providing further explanation High Fair Fair 

Formulating Solution Fair High Fair 

 

 

Fig. 1. The trend of enhancement of critical thinking skills of student after 

contextual learning on using media. 

The enhancement of  most of indicators was achieved by 
Class C-1 which has implemented virtual lab media in learning 
“ How the heart pumps blood throughout the body” theme. 
This is explained by Ferreira et. al. [27], that virtual lab is the 
answer for building the meaningful learning. Moreover, 
Schneider [29], and Manisha [31] were also stated that the use 
of virtual lab can build the critical thinking of student if it is 
arranged on the right track.  

Although the use of article and learning module are not as 
good as virtual labs, basically the use of these two media can 
also recommended if the virtual lab is not available. The article 
and learning modules related to contemporary issues make 
students interested in studying more deeply so that along the 
learning, the critical thoughts can be generated.   

The other result shows that the enhancement of critical 
thinking of student in virtual lab-class was inlined with the 
student motivation. The learning motivation of student were in 
good and very good categories (Table 2). It is shown that 
student felt happy learning science with the media. The media 
allows students to easily learn how blockages of blood vessel 

occurs. They can also think the idea how to handle the 
blockages. The other advantage of using the media is that it can 
be operated independently, so student can bring the media and 
study it at home. As it is stated by Krathwohl [34], the 
innovative learning will lead to the high achievement of 
cognitive level. This is means that the learning will goes to the 
higher order thinking skills. 

TABLE II.  STUDENT MOTIVATION ON LEARNING SCIENCE THROUGH 

CONTEXT WITH VIRTUAL-LAB MEDIA 

No Indicators Score 
Max 

Score 
% Category 

1 

The media is 

relevant to the 

learning 

115 128 90 VG 

2. 
The media easy to 

operate 
112 128 88 VG 

3. 

The performance of 

picture and 

animation is 

interesting 

112 128 88 VG 

4. 
Using media need 

skills 
101 128 79 G 

5. 

The media make me 

understand toward 

concepts 

118 128 93 VG 

6. 
I can handle the 

media by my self 
116 128 91 VG 

7 

I enjoy learning 

science with the 

media 

112 128 88 VG 

Average 88 G 

VG = Very Good; G = Good 

 
The use of virtual lab seems to give the student a distinct 

impression. Most of student in the class with virtual lab said 
that they were very enjoy learning with virtual lab, because it is 
very easy to operate, so they can handle it by themselves. More 
over the student said that the context used in virtual lab was 
very relevant with the concept learned. The performance of 
picture and animation in media made them understand the 
concept. This is in line with Salam et.al stated that virtual lab in 
science learning can improve the conceptual understanding 
[35]. It can be concluded that using virtual lab IMM in learning 
science will lead to the higher achievement of critical thinking 
skills, because of the learning is packaged in context and 
presented in an attractive and interactive manner. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the results, it can be concluded that science learning 
on using context embedded in virtual lab, context-based article, 
as well as context-based learning module can effectively 
enhancing critical thinking skills of 8th grader. The 
enhancement of critical thinking skills was in fair category in 
average. The use of virtual lab shows the best enhancement in 
critical thinking skills, more than the use of articles as well as 
learning modules. 
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